PRECISION CRAFTED ARCHITECTURAL PROFILES

SIX DISTINCT COLLECTIONS FOR A CUSTOM LOOK

Harbor Classic  Kings Point  Georgica  Mecox  Parsonage  New England
Make Your Home More With Mouldings

Are you just getting started on designing a room or exterior details? Mouldings add immediate finish and architectural reference. They are the most cost-effective way to increase value and visual interest. The graceful shapes and shadow lines of crisp profiles ease transitions from ceiling to wall, from walls to windows and doors, from wall to floor covering. Mouldings add texture and character; mouldings turn a house into a beautiful home.

With Princeton Classic Mouldings, your basic design work has already begun. Each of six collections features a different personality. Start with these classic groups, and who knows... you may want to try out a different combination and discover your own personal design theme.

TIP: For a more sophisticated look, add back bands and base caps or create a customized chair rail.

Need more ideas? Ask for our Simplicity System™ workbook. This reference book is full of illustrations for creative customized built-ups.

Six Collections

**Harbor Classic Collection**
CLASSIC & TIMELESS
Crown: Harbor Classic
Casing: Harbor Classic
2.5, 3.5, 4.5, Double Bead
Base: Harbor Classic
Chair Rail: 3.5 + Torus
Raised Panel: Newport

**Georgica Collection**
GRACIOUS & ELEGANT
Crown: Empire
Casing: Adam + Rosette
Base: Georgica
Chair Rail: Adam + Torus
Raised Panel: Newport

**Parsonage Collection**
CONFIDENT & DISTINGUISHED
Crown: Empire
Casing: Andover
Base: Parsonage
Chair Rail: Parsonage + Torus
Raised Panel: Scotia

**Kings Point Collection**
STATELY & NOTABLE
Crown: Classical
Casing: Craftsman
Base: Kings Point 5.25, 6.0, 7.25
Chair Rail: Craftsman + Queen Back Band
Raised Panel: Worcester

**Mecox Collection**
RELAXING & INVITING
Crown: Victorian Crown
Casing: Victorian Casing + Rosette
Base: Mecox
Chair Rail: Queen Anne + Queen Back Band
Raised Panel: Worcester

**New England Collection**
HOSPITALITY & TRADITION
Crown: Empire
Casing: Queen Anne + Rosette
Base: New England or Eastlake
Chair Rail: Mecox + Torus
Raised Panel: Scotia
**Precision Crafted For A Custom Look**

Princeton Classic Mouldings start with a commitment to precision. Precision-crafted profiles demand an obsession with measurement and quality control. Our production tolerances for shaping each classic profile are 6/1000 of an inch (.006"). That's 5 times the typical industry standard, putting Princeton Classic Mouldings in a class by itself. You will appreciate the unequaled fit, finish, and consistency.

It takes sophisticated technologies to create superbly crafted mouldings that can rival custom woodworking. Our state-of-the-art techniques deliver crisp, distinct profiles. 100% clear Eastern White pine is flawlessly shaped to display the warmth, beauty, and charm of genuine wood character to give you priceless, authentic details.

A high-performance sealer is applied to each profile, followed by a neutral-colored primer. This unique coating system is then buffed for a surface that is ready to paint with your choice of topcoat in either oil or latex.

Backed by the world-wide integrity of ISO 9001 production standards, Princeton Classic Mouldings are precisely right for you.

**Affordable Choices For A Custom Look**

Efficient custom-production manufacturing makes it possible to offer you a breakthrough category of classic, detailed profiles so you can enjoy a custom look without an over-the-top budget. You will achieve showcase results without complicated calculations or the costly ordering process and long lead times of specialty millwork.

Princeton Classic Mouldings are in stock at your favorite lumberyard for easy scheduling and delivery.

**Six Collections For A Custom Look**

To start your design process, Princeton Classic Mouldings are thoughtfully matched and grouped into 6 themes. This step helps you attain the classic architectural goals of balance, harmony and proportion. In each collection you will discover a suggested crown, casing, chair rail, base and raised-panel option. The patterns within each collection are complementary. Each collection can transform a space into a welcoming room with increased value, impeccable finish, and a distinct design concept.
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*Available At:*